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Please don’t forget that this Friday is an INSET day—a chance for pupils to
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These are all hugely important issues for the community and we need to
ensure all staff are confident in dealing with these.
We will be running some workshops for parents and carers later in the
year which will cover some of these topics but, in the meantime, please do
let us know if you need any support with these issues.

15. Sports News
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There is so much interesting content in this newsletter and the news of
Eva’s spectacular dance win on page 6 makes me so proud, as well as all
the other pupils who feature.
We have our Sixth Form Open Evening on Thursday night and hope to see
many of you there if your child is in Year 11.

THE NEXT WEEK IS
TIMETABLE…

A

I am very proud of all the pupils who had their Covid jabs in school—you
were all very brave despite the very late arrival of Vaccination UK with no
notice. Please do remember to do your LFTs as often as you can.
We are now opening Tuesday night yoga from 4.15 to 5.15 to all pupils and
I thoroughly recommend this to everyone especially those who have exams coming up. Please let your tutor or Reception know if you want to attend.

Have a great weekend and remember ‘Peace begins with a
smile.’ (Mother Teresa.)

UPCOMING EVENTS

REMINDERS
Breakfast Club pupils are expected to arrive and sign in via
the main school reception before 8.15am - they will not be
able to attend if they arrive after this time.

Alcohol Awareness Week
Wednesday 25th November; Y12 trip to Gonville & Caius
Thursday 25th November; Sixth Form Open Evening

You can still sign up for breakfast club via the link provided.

Friday 26th November; INSET Day (pupils not in school)

Heathcote School & Science College, 96 Normanton Park, Chingford, London, E4 6ES
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Numeracy Update
Mathematician of the Month for October 2021
Congratulations to the following pupils who were nominated for the Mathematician of the
Month, October 2021. You may have seen this on Social Media:

Year 7: Ellie Baker; Imogen Wilson; Eva Irimia; Rosie Keuning and Guilaume Titot

Year 8: Kealan Law; Amira Khan; Tanya Kasba and Gabriella Duncan
Year 9: Joe Cheek; Quianah King; Reece Burnett and Gabriel Goldman
Year 10: Alrayyal Waseem; Darren Kabesa; Sezer Myumyun; Khadeeja Akhtar; Kyemecey
Mitchell-Ankrah; Mehmet Kurklu; Ishaq Akinwonmi; Caden Walton; Tamira Tsenova and
Alex Anderson
Year 11: Roisin Daly; Ruth Ekimosa; Tyler Read; Jack Back and Bobby Geddes
Year 12: Israel Sanusi
Year 13: Sophie Washbrook; Loreal Hassett

The winners were chosen at random from the nominations and I am pleased to announce the
following winners for October:
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Numeracy Update

Congratulations everyone! All those nominated have been awarded 2 praise points. The winners
have been awarded 3 praise points, a certificate, a letter home and will take part in a prize in the
near future! Well done everyone!

Article compiled by Miss Collins
Year 11 Mock Exams
We would like to wish the year 11s the best of luck in their forthcoming mock exams!
Remember, the Year 11 Maths exams will be on the following dates:
Paper 1: Friday 3/12/21
Paper 2: Wednesday 8/12/21
Paper 3: Friday 10/12/21
Paper 1 is non calculator; papers 2 and 3 are calculator. You are expected to bring all
equipment with you – pen, pencil, ruler, rubber, protractor, scientific calculator (papers 2 and
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3). Tracing paper and compasses will be given out if required.
Here is a reminder of the revision topics you will need with the corresponding maths watch videos:

FOUNDATION TOPIC

Mathswatch
clip

HIGHER TOPIC

Paper 1
Convert metric units
BIDMAS
Solve equations
Add/subtract negative numbers
Using formulae
Writing formulae
Coordinates
Area of rectangles
Number problem solving
Comparing data
Ratio problem solving
Two way tables
Compare fractions
Sharing a in a ratio
Adding fractions
Using algebra to solve problems
Estimate for the mean
Using algebra to solve area problems
Reverse percentage

Paper 1
112
75
135
68
137
137
8
53
62

137

Find angles in parallel lines

120

Estimate for the mean

131

Order Recurring decimals

189

Speed Distance Time

142

Fractional indices

188

Box plots

187

Proportion problem solving

61
70
106
71
137
130
137
110

Convert recurring decimals

189

Length of similar shapes

144

Write and solve inequalities

139

Paper 2

81
112
81
70
33/34
103
36
86
59
111
48

Venn diagrams and Probability

185

Scatter diagrams

129

Compound interest

164

Area of a trapezium

56

Gradient of a line from two points

159

Standard form

83

Reflections and rotations

48 / 49

Error intervals

155

Ratio problem solving

135 / 94
185
164
56
159

Listing outcomes

58

Probability

59

Gradient of straight lines

159

Solve inequalities

139

Paper 3

Paper 3
Factors
Find a fraction of an amount
Multiples
Convert metric units
Substitution
Sequences
Tally and bar charts
Money problem solving
Measures problem solving
Stem and leaf diagrams
Perimeter problem solving
Plot straight line graphs
Reflections
Solve equations
Percentage profit
Using a calculator
Scatter graphs
Estimate for the mean
Convert metric units of volume
Speed Distance Time

Forming formulae and equations

Solve area problems using algebra

Paper 2
Identify square and odd numbers
Convert metric units
Cube root
Ordering fractions
Simplify expressions
Nth term
Function machines
Calculating percentages
Calculating probability
Simple interest
Describing reflections
Repeated percentage change
Solve equations / Factorise expressions
Venn diagrams and probability
Compound interest
Area of a trapezium
Gradient of a line

Mathswatch
clip

28
72
28
112
95
37
15

128
52
96
48
135
109
77
129
130
112
142

Expand brackets / Factorise expressions

134 / 94

Scatter diagrams

129

Estimate for the mean

130

Convert metric units of volume

112

Speed Distance Time

142

Standard form

83

Angles in polygons

123

Enlargement

148

Solve equations / simplify expressions

135

Tree diagrams

151

Box plots

187

Density Mass Volume

142

Probability problem solving
Cosine rule

202

Nth term of quadratics sequences

213

Calculating probability
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Literacy Update

Reminder
Pupil Absence Procedures
1.

Please do not call reception to report an absence – please only use option 1 – this will put you
through to pupil absence line where you can speak to the attendance officer or leave a message.

2.

When leaving a message please give your child’s name and form clearly before explaining the
reason for absence. When explaining the reason please be specific and inform us of the symptoms
your child is experiencing and do not just say that they are ‘feeling unwell’. This helps us to code
the absence appropriately.

3.

We have set up a new email inbox to report appointments, lates, absences and other attendance
queries. Please use this instead of calling reception. Attendance@heathcote.waltham.sch.uk

4.

Please provide proof for all medical appointments - this can be photo of a text message or
appointment card this can be sent to the email address above.

5.

In the rare times that an appointment needs to be made during school times please ensure that we
are informed of these 48 hours in advance so it can be authorised. Your child should bring in a note
signed by the parents/ carers or email us using the address above explaining what time the child
needs to leave and how they will travel to the appointment. They will also require a copy of the of
appointment evidence. This should be bought to Ms Close to authorise. Failure to do this may result
in pupils not being released from school. Once this has been authorised pupils need to retain the
authorised letter and show their teacher and the reception on the day. Pupils must make their own
way to reception on the day of the appointment.

6.

Parents must report all absences by 9am via the email address or via telephone option 1.

7.

Covid 19- if your child is experiencing symptoms please use the LFT tests and or PCR as quickly as
possible to establish illness. Once you have the result of the test please inform us as soon as
possible. This will help us to code the absence and also keep the school community safe.
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Year Group News
Year 7
Congratulations to Eva (right) in Year 7 for representing England
and winning the competition in ballroom and Latin. Heathcote are
very proud of your achievement and we will be celebrating your
success this week in our achievement assembly. Congratulations also to Max
(below), who attended the National Skills
Diving Competition last weekend at Leeds
and came in the position of 11th overall!
Mikael also had a great honour outlined
below and we are very proud of them all.
Break and Lunch Routine
Please remind pupils they must be
responsible and respectful by putting all
rubbish into the bins provided. Please also
ensure your child is ready for the cold and
wet weather and dressed appropriately.
Supporting Mental Health
On Wednesday last week, we were lucky enough to secure a session with
The Prime Agency who provided a remote session with year 7 pupils. Pupils watched a performance by Eleni C. Eleni C has been steadily laying down the foundations for a bright music career
and has supported fellow female singers Fleur East & Alesha Dixon on tour. Eleni has previously
had her own issues with mental health and discrimination so was in the perfect position to deliver
this talk on Mental Health, Discrimination & British Value

Left;
A picture of Mikael in
Year 7 shortly before
playing the European
qualifier in
Loughborough.
Mikael had the duty of
naming the fallen
soldiers on
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Thursday 25th November - Drop down experience for Year 7– as per Parent Mail from Ms
Hillman

Please be aware that year 7 will not take part in their usual lessons. The day will consist of;
Movie morning
Team building
Inter Form PE afternoon

Ms Kee Rose
Head of Year 7

Year 8
It was fantastic to see so many year 8 pupils attending extra-curricular
clubs this week, especially Art club and the variety of sports clubs on offer.
This is something that I would really like to encourage more of year 8 to
get involved in and take advantage of these great opportunities.
I would also like to remind you of breakfast club that runs every morning
between 8 and 8.30. Pupils will receive a free breakfast and it is a great
way to start the day by meeting and socialising with their friends—you
need to sign up via the link previously sent out.
I am currently busy planning some fun team building activities for Year 8
for their activity day next Tuesday, this day will consist of a range of activities from orienteering to inter- form sporting competitions. I am confident it
will be a fantastic and fun day for them all.
Please see below the current praise data from this year.
Form Group

Praise Points

8.1

608

8.2

525

8.3

1078

8.4

627

8.5

387

8.6

718

Well done to 8.3 for the most amount of praise points so far, keep up the
good work!
Have a lovely weekend.
Miss Clancey
Head of Year 8
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Subject News
Design & Technology
Chingford Plaster Works Visit – Design Technology
Mr Dolan reports further on last week’s visit to the
Chingford Plaster Works and here are some more
photos…
Learning about waste streams and the
importance of supporting a circular economy year
7 Design Technology pupils enjoyed a workshop
at the Chingford Plaster Works manufacturing
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their own bowls using the process of Scagliola.
The quality of the pupils’ outcome was really high and
they utterly enjoyed the experience! They are now the
proud owners of their very own bowl made from
reclaimed plaster board and crushed brick and
mortar.
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DT Pupil Alumni
Former Heathcote Pupil and now Westminster University student, studying Architecture, Malak
Halibi shared her progress so far in the form of her first set of ‘Crits’. At university, Crits are detailed
discussions where the opinions of tutors and peers are shared openly, in a formal way where day-to
-day conversations develop into more
considered feedback. Students learn to
navigate the iterative process, which simply
means progressing an idea from its earliest
stages through to completion.
Malak was required to pin her work to the
board with the aim of gaining feedback
before being graded for the work produced.
From the work shared y Malak it is clear that
she is making wonderful progress and
enjoying a great and varied experience of
activities that will help her to achieve her aims as a student of the Built Environment and Construction industry. The DT Department is immensely proud of the work being done by Malak and we
thank her for sharing her work to inspire the next generation of Heathcote pupil aiming to one day
move into higher education.

Black Horse View – Shadow Board: Retail Task: Year 13
Three of our Heathcote 6th Form pupils have joined
forces with pupils from Monoux College as shadow
board members for the BHV project in Walthamstow.
The pupils have the opportunity to present their ideas to
the board for a retail strategy that will support the
project in providing places to shop and play in an effort
to create an inviting and sustainable community for the
residents of BHV.
The team will be working collaboratively to establish
what is required as well as critique existing service
provision currently available to ascertain what is required and how best to provide for the local
community.

V&A Building Project – Year 12 DEC Visit
Year 12 DEC pupils attended a visit to the new V&A building
project in Stratford as part of the Here East development at the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Through links with our adopters,
Barratt Developments, pupils were able to visit the site and see the
innovative processes being employed within the construction
development. Pupils asked lots of questions and built links with
industry professionals that will help the pupils with their course and
in their further educational and career development. Pupils learned
about the various roles working together to realise the final
outcome and the various routes taken by expert colleagues in
becoming a professional within the Built Environment and
Construction industry.
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Feedback from pupils was excellent with Melih Civici sharing
*it was really good to see how many different roles there are
in construction and learn about the various routes into this
industry”.
Pupils gained insight from expert professionals about the
pathways into the built environment and construction
industry, which will enable them to make informed choices
on future pathways.

Year 7 – Product Design
Pupils in year 7 have been working hard to complete the design and
manufacture of their novelty money box product.
Using a combination of hand-painted and laser-cut finishes the pupils
created some really stunning pieces that celebrate the various museum gift shops that pupils decided to base their design ideas on.
Pupils have done an excellent job and were really pleased with their
outcomes and I know Mr Turkington was very pleased with their
efforts.
When creating their design ideas, pupils started by establishing their
aims and objectives before generating initial ideas and then they

moved onto their product manufacture. Providing opportunities to apply a quality finish and really
express themselves through their creative outcomes, pupils thrived within the practical setting.
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Year 7 – Textiles
In Textiles pupils enjoyed seeing the outcome of their efforts in creating their Ugly Toy products
using hand-sewing techniques and constructing their products using sewing machines.

GCSE Design Technology
Our DT GCSE groups began manufacturing their final products this
week. They started by marking-out their materials and then moved onto
cutting the various joints they plan to use to create the structure for their
product design.
When cutting joints for the outer frame, pupils have to demonstrate that
they can select appropriate tools and then use them to manufacture
their outcome. Pupils are working on various scales of manufacture and
this presents a challenge as each practical outcome will require a different approach based on its size and complexity. As their product develops we will update you on their progress.
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Other News
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Anna McAuley are casting a commercial for a well-known period product that will focus on girls and
their first periods and removing the shame and embarrassment around periods. So we are looking
for;
1. Girls aged 11- 14 who have already started their period and are open to talking about it.
2. Boys aged 13-15 who would be interested in being in a period product commercial playing
a brother role.
Filming will take place over one day w/c 10th January 2022.
Those that are cast will be paid.
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Sports News
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Clubs Timetable
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Lunch Menu
(Week A)
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